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Measurements of multiple harmonic modes in the gravitational wave signals from binary black
hole events could provide an accurate test of general relativity, however they have never been ob-
served before. The sub-dominant modes, other than the main (` = 2,m = 2) mode, are weak in
amplitude and thus difficult to detect in a single event at the current sensitivity of the gravitational
wave detectors. To recover sub-dominant modes, we propose an unmodeled method for summation
of signals from a population of binary black holes. The method coherently stacks all the signal
modes, effectively increasing their signal-to-noise ratio, so the amplified signal can be extracted
from the noisy data. To test the method, we consider simulated numerical relativity waveforms
including sub-dominant modes up to (5, 5). We inject simulated signals from a population of binary
black holes into data from the first observing run of Advanced LIGO and utilize the coherent Wave-
Burst algorithm for signal detection and reconstruction. Using only the waveforms reconstructed
by coherent WaveBurst, i.e., no a priori information about the signal model, we determine the
transformation to coherently synchronize the merger and post-merger of one signal to another. We
demonstrate the synchronization of the injected signals and show the efficient stacking of the (2, 2)
mode and the sub-dominant modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The first gravitational wave detection, GW150914,
proved the existence of binary black hole (BBH) sys-
tems and brought with it excitement to the newly found
field of gravitational wave astronomy [1]. In total,
LIGO has detected ten BBH gravitational wave sig-
nals, and the current BBH merger rate is estimated to
be 52.9+55.6−27.0 Gpc
−3yr−1 [1–7]. The current network of
Earth-based detectors consists of LIGO Hanford, LIGO
Livingston, and Virgo [8, 9]. With these detectors ap-
proaching design sensitivity, LIGO could possibly detect
hundreds of BBH events in the near future.
Following the discovery of BBH systems, attention now
turns to analyzing the data from BBH detections and un-
derstanding the underlying physics. Strong gravitational
fields produced by merging black holes allow us to search
for possible deviations from general relativity (GR) with
unprecedented sensitivity and understand the nature of
a black hole [10].
To unravel the information contained in gravitational
wave emission of a BBH system, it is useful to decom-
pose the emission into spin-weighted spherical harmonics
through multipole expansion [11]. For most BBH sys-
tems, the gravitational radiation is dominated by the
(` = 2, m = 2) mode. In this paper, all other harmonic
modes will be referred to as sub-dominant modes. In gen-
eral, sub-dominant modes correspond to high frequency
GW emission, making it possible to separate these modes
from the (2, 2) mode. Sub-dominant harmonic modes are
present in all three phases of the gravitational wave sig-
nal: inspiral, merger, and ringdown. The mode struc-
ture is a unique signature of the dynamics of the system
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evolving in extreme gravitational fields. In the ringdown
phase, the spherical harmonics evolve into monochro-
matic damped sinusoids known as quasinormal modes
(QNMs), and these modes are determined by the nature
of the remnant black hole [12–14]. The study of QNMs,
known in the literature as black hole spectroscopy [15–17],
can identify Kerr black holes and inform us on possible
corrections to GR.
No sub-dominant modes have been observed so far for
the detected BBH events. They are expected to be weak,
particularly for equal mass, circular, and non-spinning
systems. It is possible that we could detect sub-dominant
modes at increased LIGO sensitivity, but it is unlikely
that we could measure QNMs even from high signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) events with Advanced LIGO [17]. Con-
sequently, current methods for measuring sub-dominant
harmonic modes and QNMs from a single BBH event are
focused on future generations of ground and space-based
detectors [17–21].
Stacking techniques (coherent summation) may solve
a technical problem of detection of sub-dominant modes
with the current detector sensitivities. As an example,
optimal synchronization and summation of N signals ef-
fectively increases the SNR of the combined signal by
a factor of N1/2. The idea of stacking multiple BBH
signals is not new, but it has not yet been completely
solved. Previous work by Yang et al. focused on syn-
chronizing the (2, 2) and (3, 3) modes from a population
of BBH events by using a model of the inspiral signal to
determine the frequency and phase of each mode at the
ringdown stage [22]. C. F. Da Silva et al. synchronized
the (2, 2) QNM for a population of BBH events by using
a model of the QNM frequencies and decay rates [23].
The motivation of this paper is to introduce a method
for detection of sub-dominant modes during the merger
and post-merger of BBH systems without the use of a
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2priori knowledge about the signal model. We propose
a generic method for constructive synchronization and
summation of multiple BBH events by applying a trans-
formation to their GW waveforms consisting of a time
rescale, a time shift, a frequency shift, and a phase shift.
This transformation is determined strictly by maximiz-
ing the overlap between multiple signals, and therefore
makes no assumptions about the astrophysical sources.
To capture the high field dynamics of the BBH signals,
we limit our synchronization to a time window from the
last cycles of inspiral through the post-merger.
In Section II, we detail the parameter space of the sim-
ulated waveforms used for this study. In Section III, we
present the coherent summation method for an arbitrary
number of BBH events. In Section IV we discuss the
results of applying the method to 16 BBH signals. In
Section V, we discuss the conclusions of the study and
briefly describe work to be carried out in the future.
II. SIMULATED WAVEFORMS
For this study, we use simulated BBH GW wave-
forms composed of spherical harmonic modes up to (5,5)
from the SXS numerical relativity group [24–26]. The
parameter space for the simulated waveforms used in
this study are chosen to emulate the emerging popula-
tion of BBH events which have been detected by LIGO.
We select 16 BBH waveforms and limit our parameter
space to systems with mass ratio q ≤ 3, total mass
70 M ≤ Mtot ≤ 80 M, zero initial spin, and zero
eccentricity orbits. Thusfar, GW150914 has the high-
est SNR for any BBH event. The randomly selected
source distance, sky location, and orientation are con-
fined such that the recovered SNR is less than the SNR
of GW150914. Exact parameters used for the simulated
waveforms in this analysis can be found in Table I.
For this analysis, the Hanford-Livingston detector net-
work (H1-L1) is considered, but the analysis could be
easily expanded to any number of detectors. The sim-
ulated BBH waveforms are injected (added) into data
from the first observing run O1 of advanced LIGO. The
coherent WaveBurst (cWB) pipeline is utilized for signal
detection and reconstruction [27, 28]. For each detected
event, cWB produces a list of estimated parameters and
an unmodeled reconstructed waveform in each detector.
III. SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD
To determine the transformation parameters for the
synchronization procedure, we exclusively use the cWB
waveforms recovered for each BBH event, exploiting no
a priori information about the signal model. To simplify
the explanation of the stacking procedure, we first intro-
duce the method for N = 2 signals in sub-section III A
and expand this discussion to N > 2 signals in sub-
section III B.
Table I. Simulated numerical relativity waveforms which are
added to the H1-L1 O1 data. The BBH events are detected
and recovered with the cWB pipeline, and ordered by esti-
mated chirp mass. The network SNR for detected events is
determined with the cWB pipeline.
Event Mc/M Mtot/M q Network SNR
00 42.0 76.5 1.5 22.3
01 40.2 74.5 1.0 24.5
02 38.4 75.9 2.3 20.8
03 38.2 76.2 1.0 18.5
04 37.8 76.2 2.3 21.3
05 37.2 76.4 1.0 24.7
06 37.2 76.0 2.5 18.9
07 37.0 75.7 1.0 23.4
08 36.8 76.1 2.0 17.3
09 36.8 75.7 2.0 24.0
10 35.0 74.8 2.3 22.9
11 34.6 76.6 2.3 20.4
12 33.8 76.8 3.0 17.5
13 32.8 75.9 1.5 23.0
14 30.6 75.7 3.0 20.0
15 29.8 76.7 2.0 19.4
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Figure 1. The signal is a numerical relativity waveform added
to H1-L1 O1 data (Event 00 from Table I). Time-frequency
representation of the H1 waveform reconstructed by cWB.
The transformation applied in this analysis alters the chirp
behavior of a given signal.
A. Stacking procedure for N = 2 signals
For each BBH event, we consider the waveforms recon-
structed by cWB for Hanford (hH) and Livingston (hL).
To synchronize two BBH events, we transform the recon-
structed waveforms corresponding to one signal (hH1 and
hL1) to match the reconstructed waveforms of the second
signal (hH2 and hL2). As briefly mentioned earlier, the
parameters used to synchronize multiple BBH events are:
the time rescale α, the time shift ∆t, the frequency shift
∆f , and the phase shifts γH , γL—corresponding to each
of the two detector data streams. Below we refer to this
set of parameters as the transformation parameters Ω12.
3The mode structure of a BBH event is independent
of sky location and detector antenna patterns. Thus,
we choose to simplify the synchronization procedure by
introducing a time shift which artifically eliminates the
time of flight between the detectors.
The time-frequency representation for a waveform re-
constructed by cWB is shown in Figure 1. In the
time-frequency domain, rescaling a waveform equates to
squeezing the waveform along the time axis and stretch-
ing the waveform along the frequency axis (or vice-versa).
This effectively changes the chirp time-frequency struc-
ture of the event. In addition, the time shift ∆t and the
frequency shift ∆f correspond to a translation across the
time and frequency axes respectively. Generally speak-
ing, these three parameters—α, ∆t, and ∆f—are used
to align the chirp curves of different events in the time-
frequency domain. The same values for these parameters
are applied to the Hanford and Livingston reconstructed
waveforms (hH1 and hL1).
The phase of the waveform reconstructed by cWB is
dependent on the sky location and the antenna patterns
of the detector. Therefore, it is necessary to apply an
independent phase shift for each detector. We apply the
phase shift γH to the Hanford waveform hH1 and the
phase shift γL to the Livingston waveform hL1. Omitting
the detector index, the phase shifted waveforms are:
h
′
1(t) = h1(t)cos(γ)−H1(t)sin(γ) ,
H
′
1(t) = H1(t)cos(γ) + h1(t)sin(γ) ,
(1)
where H1 is the quadrature waveform, obtained by ap-
plying a 90◦ phase shift to the reconstructed waveform
h1. Before determining the values of the transformation
parameters, a reference time is established for each event
by using the reconstructed amplitude envelope:
A(t) =
√
h2(t) +H2(t) . (2)
The amplitude envelope is determined for both the Han-
ford waveform (AH(t)) and Livingston waveform (AL(t)).
We define the reference time τ for a single BBH event to
be the time corresponding to the maximum of the com-
bined ampltiude envelope
√
A2H(t) +A
2
L(t). The refer-
ence time does not necessarily correspond to an astro-
physical occurance, such as the merger time, but is used
for the initial synchronization of multiple signals (see Fig-
ure 2, top panels). Corrections to this time shift are ap-
plied later in the synchronization procedure.
To further synchronize two signals, we introduce a time
window within which the values of the transformation
parameters are determined to maximize the overlap be-
tween the signals’ waveforms. The selected time win-
dow, displayed in the bottom panels of Figure 2, begins
few cycles prior to the maximum of the amplitude en-
velope
√
A2H(t) +A
2
L(t) and includes the final cycles of
the ringdown. As briefly discussed in the introduction,
limiting the synchronization to this time window allows
us to capture the high field dynamics of the binary black
holes evolution. It is impractical to synchronize the en-
tire gravtiational wave emission of multiple BBH systems
without using a transformation with a higher dimensional
parameter space.
To obtain the optimal transformation parameters Ω12,
we define the optimization functional Λ(Ω12), which is
constructed to maximize the overlap of the reconstructed
waveforms from the two events. The functional is con-
structed for both detectors, however, first we introduce
it for a single detector:
σ =
∑tf
t=ti
(h1(t)− h2(t))2 + (H1(t)−H2(t))2∑tf
t=ti
√
(h1(t))2 + (H1(t))2
√
(h2(t))2 + (H2(t))2
,
(3)
where ti and tf define the time window of optimization.
This statistic is calculated separately using Hanford (σH)
and Livingston (σL) waveforms. Taking into account the
waveforms from both detectors, the complete functional
is:
Λ(Ω12) =
√
(σH)2 + (σL)2√
2
. (4)
Utilizing the optimzation program MINUIT [29], the
overlap functional Λ is minimized to determine the op-
timal transformation parameters (Ω12). The values of
the α, ∆t, and ∆f parameters are initialized by align-
ing the reference times of the two BBH events τ1 = τ2,
and the corresponding frequencies of the signals at these
times. These initial values are fed into MINUIT where
the optimal parameter values are determined.
In addition, the optimal parameters γH and γL are de-
termined analytically. Using the definition of the phase
shift γ given in Equation 1 and the definition of the over-
lap functional for a single detector given in Equation 3,
we find an analytical solution for γ from the equation
dσ/dγ = 0:
γ = tan−1
(∑tf
t=ti
h1(t)H2(t)−H1(t)h2(t)∑tf
t=ti
h1(t)h2(t) +H1(t)H2(t)
)
. (5)
The phase shifts γL and γH depend on the three other
transformation parameters: γH,L ≡ γH,L(α,∆t,∆f).
Overall, the MINUIT optimization is per-
formed with only three independent parameters:
Λ(α,∆t,∆f, γH,L(α,∆t,∆f)). After the optimal trans-
formation is determined, the two synchronized events are
then stacked together, producing the combined signal.
Figure 2 (bottom panels) shows the application of the
synchronization method to match two reconstructed
BBH events.
B. Organization of stacking for N > 2 signals
Signals with similar astrophysical parameters, or sim-
ilar signal morphology, are easier to synchronize. To im-
prove the synchronization for the entire population of
4Figure 2. Synchronization method applied to two reconstructed BBH events (simulated events 00 and 07 from Table I).
Numerical relativity waveforms are injected into H1-L1 data stream, and signals are detected and reconstructed using the cWB
pipeline. left: reconstructed H1 waveforms, right: reconstructed L1 waveforms. Top row: Initial synchronization of two signals,
a timeshift is applied to align the reference times of the two events: τ1 = τ2. Time t = 0 corresponds to the reference time
τ1. Bottom row: The optimal transformation parameters Ω12 are applied to maximize the overlap between the reconstructed
waveforms corresponding to the two BBH events. The time window over which the overlap of the two signals is maximized is
depicted in yellow.
selected BBH events, we order signals by the chirp mass
Mc as estimated by cWB, using Mc as a measure of the
morphology of a given signal. The signals are matched
into pairs and coherently stacked together in consecutive
iterative steps as shown in Figure 3. A stacking transfor-
mation is determined for each iterative step. When the
iterative process concludes, a cumulative signal contain-
ing information about the mode structure for the BBH
population is obtained. The iterative process is easily be
expanded for any number of BBH events.
Figure 3. Binary tree for coherent stacking of 16 BBH events.
In the zeroth iteration, the BBH events, each denoted by a
black dot, are ordered by chirp mass Mc and matched into
pairs. For each pair, the signal which lies closest to the center
of the chirp mass spectrum is chosen as the template sig-
nal, denoted by a red circle. The synchronization/summation
method is applied to each pair, and we are left with 8 com-
bined signals. The iterative process continues until all of the
events have been coherently stacked into one accumulated sig-
nal.
We introduce the root-sum-squared amplitude to mea-
sure the efficiency of the coherent stacking procedure ap-
plied to NR injections:
h˜ =
√∑tf
t=ti
(h2(t) +H2(t)) dt , (6)
where ti and tf define the time window of optimization.
This amplitude is calculated separately for the recon-
structed Hanford waveform (h˜H) and the reconstructed
Livingston waveform (h˜L). The efficiency of stacking
multiple BBH signals is defined as:
ε =
h˜sum∑N
n=1 h˜n
, (7)
where the numerator is the root-sum-squared amplitude
of the stacked waveform, and the denominator is the sum
of root-sum-squared amplitudes of the N individual sig-
nals. The stacking efficiency is calculated separately for
Hanford waveforms (εH) and Livingston waveforms (εL).
Furthermore, the stacking efficiency can be calculated
both for the entire simulated signal or individual modes.
This provides an estimation of the performance of our
stacking procedure.
IV. RESULTS
The primary goal of the proposed stacking procedure is
extracting information about the harmonic mode struc-
ture for a population of BBHs. In particular, we are in-
terested to determine: (i) if the sub-dominant modes of
the BBH events are being coherently stacked, and (ii) if
5we can extract the sub-dominant modes from noisy data
without a priori knowledge about the signal model.
Using the coherent summation method, we stack the 16
BBH events listed in Table I. As mentioned in Section III,
the transformations used in the synchonization method
depend only on the waveforms reconstructed by cWB,
which do not rely on the signal models.
To test the coherence of the signal stacking procedure,
we apply the stacking transformations directly to the nu-
merical relativity waveforms of the corresponding BBH
events. In the time domain, the amplitude of the com-
bined waveform is increased approximately by a factor
of 16 with respect to a single numerical relativity wave-
form (top and middle panels, Figure 5). We expect this
increase for coherently stacking 16 waveforms of sim-
ilar amplitudes since the waveforms contain no detec-
tor noise. In the frequency domain (bottom panel, Fig-
ure 5), the gravitational wave emission is dominated at
low freqencies by the (2,2) mode. At higher frequencies,
& 300 Hz, the emission is driven by the sub-dominant
modes. This behavior is consistent with the gravitational
wave emission expected for a single BBH event. These
results show that the mode structure is preserved for the
combined signal and that the sub-dominant modes are
coherently stacked.
Table II. Each injected harmonic mode with its associated
stacking efficiency per detector as defined in Equation 7.
Harmonic Mode Efficiency εH (%) Efficiency εL (%)
(2, 2) 97.6 97.7
(3, 3) 51.1 55.0
(4, 4) 45.0 47.2
Sub-dominant 47.3 50.8
In Table II, we calculate the efficiency of stacking given
by Equation 7 for several harmonic modes to make a more
definitive statement about the coherence of the stacked
modes. We observe that the (2, 2) mode is the most ef-
ficiently stacked harmonic mode, consistent with the ex-
pected result since the gravitational wave emisison for
BBHs is dominated by the (2, 2) mode in most orien-
tations. The sub-dominant modes are also seen to be
coherently stacked, though less effectively. The decrease
in stacking efficiency for sub-dominant modes is partly
attributed to the different mode structure for each BBH
event. As an example, for BBH systems with equal mass
ratio q = 1, the next leading order mode, other than the
(2, 2) mode, is the (4, 4) mode. However, for BBH sys-
tems with q > 1 the next leading order mode is the (3, 3)
mode in most orientations. Overall, with the evidence for
efficient stacking presented in Table II, and the predicted
mode structure of a BBH system present in the combined
simulated signal shown in Figure 5, we conclude that the
sub-dominant modes are coherently stacked for the pop-
ulation of BBH events.
To make a measurement of sub-dominant modes in
noisy data, we apply the synchronization procedure di-
rectly to the corresponding strain data which contain the
detected BBH signals. As before, the 16 BBH signals are
synchronized by using the transformation set determined
by the cWB reconstructed waveforms. The 16 segments
of strain data are then stacked to create a single data seg-
ment containing an combined BBH event. The stacked
data segment is processed again with the cWB pipeline,
and the combined BBH event is recovered and recon-
structed. Figure 4 shows the time-frequency representa-
tion of the stacked waveform in the H1 detector.
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Figure 4. The signal is an accumulation of 16 BBH simulated
events coherently stacked together. Time-frequency represen-
tation of cWB reconstruction in H1 for the summed signal.
More high frequency behavior is captured compared to the
reconstruction of a single BBH event.
The combined reconstructed waveforms are plotted in
the time domain and Fourier domain in Figure 6. Com-
pared to a reconstructed waveform for a single BBH event
(top panel, Figure 6), the amplitude of the combined re-
constructed waveform is amplified approximately by a
factor of 4 (middle panel, Figure 6). This amplification
is expected for coherent summation of 16 signals of sim-
ilar amplitude since the simulated waveforms are added
to LIGO detector noise.
The reconstructed aggregate signal also exhibits high
frequency GW emission. To confirm whether the ad-
ditional captured emission is due to the sub-dominant
modes, we applied the synchronization transformations
to the same noisy signal models containing only the dom-
inant (2, 2) mode. The combined (2, 2) waveform recon-
structed by cWB is depicted in blue in Figure 6. The
residual, depicted in red in Figure 6, is produced by sub-
tracting the reconstructed (2, 2) mode waveform from the
reconstructed waveform containing all modes. This resid-
ual waveform is the contribution due to the sub-dominant
modes for the combined BBH event.
In the frequency domain (bottom panel, Figure 6), we
observe that the sub-dominant modes are detected above
the threshold of noise and reconstructed by cWB. Fur-
thermore, it is shown that the high frequency GW emis-
sion, & 300 Hz, is driven by the sub-dominant modes.
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Figure 5. Coherent stacking method applied to 16 BBH numerical relativity waveforms (left: Hanford injections, right:
Livingston injections). The synchronization transformations are determined explicitly by the reconstructed waveforms. Top
row: time series of one simulated BBH signal (Event 07 from Table I), shown for reference. Middle row: 16 simulated BBH
events synchronized and summed. The amplitude of the combined signal is amplified by approximately a factor of 16 with
respect to one BBH signal. The time window considered for optimization is shown in yellow. Bottom row: frequency domain
representation of the summed signal, produced with the segment of the waveform which lies in the optimization time window.
The high frequency emission of the combined event is driven by the sub-dominant modes.
This result is in agreement with the high frequency emis-
sion of the combined numerical relativity waveform which
is shown in Figure 5. Therefore, the sub-dominant modes
can be successfully extracted from the combined signal.
Here, we note that this combined signal contains all har-
monic modes which will be distinguished from one an-
other with a method not presented in this paper, which
is under development.
In summary, we conclude from Figure 5 that the sub-
dominant modes for a population of BBHs are coher-
ently stacked and we expect to resolve them. In Fig-
ure 6, we demonstrate that we are able to extract the
sub-dominant modes from LIGO detector noise without
the use of a priori knowledge about the signal waveform.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a method for synchroniz-
ing and coherently stacking multiple BBH events. This
generic synchronization procedure does not exploit infor-
mation about the gravitational wave signal model. In-
stead, the cWB pipeline is used to reconstruct unmodeled
waveforms for each BBH event, and the stacking trans-
formations are determined by maximizing the overlap of
reconstructed waveforms corresponding to different BBH
events.
We demonstrate the efficient stacking of the (2,2) and
sub-dominant harmonic modes for a population of 16
simulated BBH events. Also we demonstrate the pos-
sibility to extract the sub-dominant modes from LIGO
detector noise without the use of a priori knowledge of
the signal model.
Future work will be dedicated to applying this method
to the BBH events which have been detected by LIGO.
By comparing the results to the signal models, we can
identify if the GW emission for a population of BBHs
agrees with the predictions made by GR. The end goal
of event stacking is the measurement of the QNM spec-
trum which can accurately determine if the population
of remnant black holes is described by the Kerr metric.
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Figure 6. Coherent stacking method applied to LIGO strain data with numerical relativity waveforms added. The cWB pipeline
is used to recover and reconstruct the summed waveform. The reconstructed sub-dominant modes waveform is produced by
subtracting the (2,2) mode reconstruction from the reconstruction containing all harmonic modes. (left: Hanford reconstructed
waveofmrs, right: Livingston reconstructed waveforms). Top row: time series of numerical relativity waveform (Event 07 from
Table I) injected into LIGO noise and reconstructed with cWB, shown for reference. Middle row: time series of reconstructed
summed signal. The amplitude of the reconstructed combined waveform is amplified by approximately a factor of 4 with respect
to one BBH reconstructed signal. The time window considered for optimization is shown in yellow. Bottom row: frequency
domain representation of the summed signal, produced with the segment of the waveform which lies in the optimization time
window. The recovered high frequency emission of the combined event is driven by the sub-dominant modes.
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